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22 vie for Senate posts
Square.
Twenty-two students are
running for twelve Senate
vacancies which is unusually
large for the Spring election
(Senate elections are held twice
a year electing 12 students in

by Robert J. Kosinski
Student Government elections for the position of
Senator will be held on
Tuesday and Wednesday, February 24 and 25 between 9 am
and 7 pm in the Village

Spring and 13 in the Fall.)
The unusual student participation in this election stems
from the expected candidacy of
several members of Fine Arts
Clubs and, particularly, Athletic teams. The Student
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Elections, 'Luc ha'

Court to rule on
Senate disputes
I

by Robert J. Kosinski
The Student Supreme Court
of Northeastern will face· two
landmark cases when it meets
Tuesday after a long respite
from Student Government
action.
The first, Welt vs. Lasser,
involves the use of parliamentary procedure in an incident
which occurred at the Student
Senate meeting of January 26.
At that meeting (the night
before the Student Senate
Officers elections), Senator
Robert Gerowitz proposed a
motion to allow an alternative
voting system for students
(yes or no) for uncontested
positions to take effect immediately.
·
. ·secretary Patricia Wellbank
ran and won unopposed for
that position after Senator·
Javier Saez withdrew from the
race.
Wellbank and Vice-president
Mary Berg, chairing the first
half of the meeting, strongly
opposed the Gerowitz motion
· on the grounds that it was
contrary to the Senate By-laws
and because it. would -be
considered expost facto legislation with regard to the officers
election of t he following day.
Several candidates have run
unopposed in past elections.
Proponents of the motion
argued that it was not
contrary to the By-laws which
state that one vote can be cast
_by each student for each
position bec!;\.use the student is
still given the vote whether it
is for or against a particular
candidate and expost facto
would not apply since the
ballots had not been printed
and released for voting.
Berg, and later, President
Tom Lasser each ruled attempts to put the motion thru,
out of order because the
election Committee had already developed their policies

for the Officers Elections and expressed extremely partisan
any attempt to change them political . views and, . therefore,
would, indeed, be contrary to was ineligible for funding from
the Student Constitution. It is
Student Fees.
In his Court brief, Lasser
this ruling that Senator John
states that the SF AC violated
Welt is appealing to the Court.
its own policy in approving the
In the second Supreme
request which reads, " For any
Court case, Lasser is appealirig
person to be reimbursed - for
the Student Fees and Allocations Committee's approval of
expenses in excess of $100 the
a request by the Union · for
club must receive prior approval of the fiscal agent and the
Puerto Rican Students to use
chairperson of Student Fees."
their allotted funds to pay for
Money used to pay for
partial publishing costs of the
issues of a newspaper already
last issue of their newspaper,
published (which, in this case,
Lucha Estudiantil, plus the
total costs of their next issue. . does exceed $100) is considered
a reimbursement.
The total amount of money to
In response to Lasser's suit,
be used would be $500 and the
Senate upheld the SF AC . Supreme Court Justice Vincent J. Moore has issued a
'1ecision at the meeting of
temporary restraining order on
February 9 when it was
the release of those funds until
disputed by Lasser on the
the case is resolved..
grounds that the publication

Commuter Center
elects

new Board
by Robert J. Kosinski
The Commuter Center held a
general election for the eight
undergraduate student positions . on their Board of
managers last Tuesday and
Wednesday. The winners and
their vote totals are:
Jeff Einbinder
179
Bob McDonald
93
Ron Stein
89
Ron Hambul'ger
88
Ava Stein
84
Steve Novak
81
Margaret Drewko
70

Helene Rogers
70
Those not winning Board
seats were:
Mitchell D. Schwerdlin
46
Eric Bower
33
The Board of Managers
consists of nineteen members
and is concerned with all
decisions regarding policy
which affect the Commuter
Center.
At large electfons for students are held once a year for
the yearly term,

Senate, for all purposes, has
the final voice as to policies for
all clubs and Student Fees
allocations.
· To vote, a student must
present some form of identification at the voting table
stationed Tuesday and Wednesday outside the New Commuter Center Student Union
Building by the Book Nook
(Village Square.)
Each student will be allowed
to divide 12 votes in. any .
manner possiple, among the
twenty-two candidates. In oth-

er words, a student may cast
12 votes for any one candidate
or one vote for each of 12
candidates, etc.
Any ballot which contains
more votes than the allotte4 12
or that has not been stamped
by an election official at the
table will be declared invalid.
A listing of all of the
candidates appears at the right
of this page and the pictures of
most of them (all were given
an equal opportunity to appear
for photographing) can be
found on page 5.

The Senatorial can.di.dates:
Daniel Barnes
Michael Cunningham
Mike Donatucci
Roger Guerra
Daniel ·Howe
Debra Ann Jare-t
Debby Korcyl
Robert J. Kosinski
Jo·a n Lipschutz
- ~Judy Macior
Rita M. Marek
Charles Miceli Jr.
Julie Prorok .
Enrique Rios
Tyrone Rutues
George Shimko
Ava Stein
Michael Strohmayer
Jacobo Szapi,ro
David Thourson
Lynn Marie You~g
Kathleen Zyskowski

President
Mullen
•
resigns
Story in next issue -
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\letters'
Print :
I found your recent letter
concerning the Constitution
test very interesting since
·1 was one of the 146 students
taking it on February 5, 1 have
a great curiosity about the
q9estion concerning the
sep,rching of private papers,
property, etc. The recent letter
in the Print said any of the
first four answers were correct.
I would have marked the last
one (none of these) correct
because the constitution uses
the word ''unreasonable.' '
Could someone from the Poli,
Sci. Department tell us which
is correct and :why? I sure
would appreciate it.
Alice
To the Editor,
This letter is in regard to the
article "If Poetry is Your
Thing" by Judith Stein in the
February 13th issue of PRINT
in which I am referred to as
"Apocalypse's newest sensation." While I feel safe in
assuming that Ms. Stein
meant this in a complementary
manner, I can't help but be
upset by her choice of words .
To be described as a
"sensation" makes me feel like
the winner of the Ted Mack

Amateur Hour, or worse, the
shark in "Jaws." Although the
p~ple who involve themselves
in the Northeastern poetry
community are generally " sen·
sible ," "sensitive ," " sensu ous," " sentimental," and even
" sententious," they are not
inclined to viewing the poetry
scene here as a means of
tapping their way to the stars,
I guess what offends me
about the word " sensation" is
its PR sensibility . . . as
evidenced on many a novel
cover. We are not selling
anything at Apocalyps·e , we
are offering. We are offering
students than others. We are
offering students the opp<>rtunity to read their own works
·1th.ere is an open reading every
- inonth). ThJ word "sensation''.
makes it all look competitive.
That ain't the way it spozed to
be. This is a poetry community.
I thank Ms. Stein for the
publicity she gives us in _the
school _paper, because we do
want the students to be aware
of what we are doing. I just
ask that she present Apocalypse, not sell Apocalypse.
Thank you,
Barbara Barg

Dear Dr. Steigman,
A classmate of mine recently
told me some disturbing news.
He said that Dr. Lisa Baldo. nado was being terminated. I,
would be interested in ·knowing
if this is true. If it is , would
you be willing to offer me some
explanation as to why this
action is being taken towards
her.
I had the privilege of having
Dr. Baldonado for an instructor last semester (Fall 1975). I
was enrolled 'in her Methods of j
Teaching Language Arts ,•
course. I was very satisfied
with her approach to teaching 1
this course. She ran the.course
in a somewhat unique way, in
comparison to other instructor
that I've had at this university. Let me explain; first of all
the class :was structured in
such, a way that a great deal of
individual help (from her) was
available and given to eacji
student of the class. If a
student didn' t understand
some aspect, she was always
willing to clarify the subject
(either in class or in the
privacy of her office, if you so
desired ).
The opportunity to create
and expand a somewhat
personalized curriculum . was

immense-. I was very fortunate
because the class ·size was
about 20 students. This in
itself made her more available
for· out-of-class discussions .
She also encouraged students
to use the tremendous amount
of resource material available
to them ; such as the Curriculum Library , the Suburban
Curriculum Center in Glenview
(she took us out to it during
one class session), and others.
Along with this she gave out
at least 20 different handouts
that I know will be of value to
me both as a student and as a .
future teacher.
To sum up my feelings
about this teacher I 'd like to
close with this. Dr. Baldonado
is the type of teacher who
makes you think. If you were
the type _of student who just
wants the teacher to do most
of the work for you then you
wouldn't want Dr. Baldonado.
However, if you 're the type
who is willing to do some work
on your own, then she's the
kind of teacher you want. It
isn't the college teacher's job
to open the top of -your head
and pour all the knowledge in.
A student is only going to get
out what they're willing to put
in to a subject.
Sincerely,
Richard A. Sullivan
cc: Dr. James Mullen, Dr.
Humphrey Stevens, The I
PRINT [school paper)

would have been hard to
accomplish anything. Volunteers ARE important! So
thanks to : ·'Alan Gilbert, Bob
Kramer , Barbara Goldberg,
Cherie O'Brien, Gail Pasanti·
no, Marie Kirschenbaum, Dennis Shaw, Mary Berg, Ed
Huerta , Greg Pfieffer, Joe
Lasser, Debbie Gross, · Mary _
Schmidtke, Bob McDonald.
And to the 132 persons who
donated blood and the 23 who
tried but were deffed until
another time - a very big
THANK YOU! !
Marion Etten
Health Services

Dear Editor,
Mrs. Cook, and a number of
her associates, deem it necessary to convert the student' s
B-lounge into "office space" .
The removal of the B-lounge
for office use is opposed by
students who frequen t the
B-lounge for study and other
purposes. Students are opposed because many student s
have no quiet , comfortable
place to study. The library is
usually crammed. The seven
lounge chairs in the Science
Building are literally grabbed
up by students whenever these
chairs are available. The two
plush chairs on the third floor
of the Classroom Building are
usually occupied. The only
alternative is the comfortable,
quiet B-lounge located at the
B-wing. There, students are
able to study, or work in
groups and tables are readily
available.
Therefore, it is imperative
that the B-lounge remain a
place 'for students to work ,
study and relax ; it is the only
place we have.

I

Commentary

:~t~eef:,lJa:y~prortides insight (at least)
Dear Editor:
Two very wonderful positive
"good for our fellowman "
events took place on thi s
campus recently. One was the
Winter Carnival sponsored by
SCEC . The other was the I
Blood Drive which was sue- 1
cessful because of the work
and donations of about 150
students and a dozen employee§l. We want to especially
recognize the work of AXE
and LSA. ,
Without these folks ; it

LAYLA SHIHEIBER .
ANNETTE FRANKLIN
MARY SCHWERELEY
NILSA HERNANDEZ
HEIDI OFFENBACHER
DENISE BEHNA
JAMES FARRELL

the stall
One of many students discusses a possible future in government with a representative of a
government agency at Career Day, last Tuesday. [Photo by Ray Gapinski ]
by Ray Gapinski
now know what is expected at
It is very refreshing to go to the different agencies, and how
an activity that offers some- to make my resume of interest
thing more than a place to · to them.
·
sleep. That was the case on
I t was unfortunate tha t
Tuesday at the Government
some stu dents wer-e only
Information Day. There were interested in those agencies
some exceptionally bright peowith immediate openings ple offering ideas, shortcuts,
sometimes it's smarter: to wait.
and good down home advice.
Don 't just apply and · wait at
Within one hour I had one home till they call you, go out
job offer, another possible one,
and get to work! You may find
and two that will be willing to
t hat when they do call, your
talk to me upon graduation. I
qualifications have increased

to a higher level and you'll
start out farther ahead than
you figured.

I would like to thank Valerie
Gallagher and the women in
Car!)er Services for making
/ this opportunity available to
1 the students here at Northeastern. Through their efforts,
· we have gained more insight in
one day than one could gather
in miles of walking and hours
of interviews.

The PRINT is the campus newspaper for Northeast.em Illinois
University. Published weekly, this paper is paid for by student fees.
and is largely the work of N~tem Stucients. Material
published herein is not to be confueed with •views expreeeed by the
University administration. Print is located in E-214, phone
583-4050, ext. 459 .
·

Editor-in-Chief: Robert J. Kosinski Man~ng Editor: Ray Gapinski
Associate Editor: Carol Jean Zalatoris
Photo Editor : Paul Manda
Sports Editor: John SteP,al
Business Manager: Rita Harmata
Staff: . Al Albert, _ Gary - And~rsen, Laurence Brittan,
Elena BrezinskC Charles ,J. Freiman, T~rry Frey,
Stuart Murray, Sam Parks, Mary Peterson, Rion Stein
Photographers: Steve Flamich, Dolora J ung1
Roberg Trahan, Nancy Wilson
Cartoonists: Tom Hamill, Mark -Schultz, Jack Weli
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Committee
created to
stop SB 1
Last week I presented an
article outlining the type of
repressive legislation that was
being considered in the Senate
Judiciary committee in the
form of S. 1. Today I would
like to help those · of you
interested, develop a better
understanding of the bill and
bring you up to date regarding
possible courses of action.
At an organizational meeting on February 16, the
"Citizen's Committee for a
Just Criminal Code" was
created, in an effort to stop S.
1 and substitute in its place a
fairer and more appropriate
criminal code. It was realized
at this meeting that when an
organization is working to
defeat a piece of legislation it
is good strategy to support an
alternate piece of legislation.
Due to the features of S. 1
which would infringe on the
rights of many citizens and
because of the fact that this
bill, no matter how it might be
amended, will still be repressive, the committee has decided to support H.R.10850. In
a statement comparing the two
. bills Prof. Thomas I. Emerson
of Yale Law School and Prof.
Vern Countryman of Harvard
Sch9ol said that, " Unlike
S.l, which embodied the worst
repressive and regressive policies of the Nixon Administration, H.R. 10850 has been
drafted from the basic viewpoint of maintaining and
strengthening democratic in-

Law

stitutions." Because H.R.10850' is amendable · and presents a satisfactory starting
point in the codification of the
Federal Criminal Code, the
Citizen's Committee for a Just
Criminal Code is supporting
the consideration of H.R.10850
What, you may ask, does all
of this have to do with you? If
you care about the Federal
Criminal Code you live under,
it l:ias to matter to you.
Congressmen are receptive to
mail from home and your
letters will have an impact.
Recommendations for action:
I.Continue to urge the
defeat of S.1 and its recommittal for a complete redraft along
the lines of H.R.10850. Give
Senator Mike Mansfield a
priority in your letters.
2. Write your Congressmen/
Congresswoman for a copy of
H.R.10850 and ask him/her to
become a co;sponsor.
If you would like more
information about these bills
feel free to stop by the Student
Senate office, E 205S

CORRECTION: In last week's
article on Senate Bill 1, the
second to the last paragraph
should have read "if you want
to help stop its passage, write
today to Sen. Charles Percy
and Senator Adlai Stevenson,
Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510. - Editor

►- -~

The "pit" in the Science Building, considered a safety h~ar~, is filled in by a university
maintenance team. [Photo by Carol Jean Zalatoris]

Bicentennial salute

History revealed at th·e
UNI Antique Show
As part of the Bicentennial
celebration, Northeastern Illinois University will host an
Antique Show and Sale the
weekend of Friday, February
27, 6 p.m. to 10 p.m.,
Saturday, February 28 from 10
a.m. to 7 p.m. and Sunday,
February 29 from 11 a.m. to 5
p.m. On display and for sale
will be fine .collections of china,
silver and crystal. Furniture of
the Victorian period, antique
jewelry, including turquoise,
oriental china, and pattern
glass.
According to Carl Ostermeier, Assistant Director of the
Commuter Center, "This ·show

and sale will include everything from Grandfather clocks
to nostalgia times." "I am
especially pleased with the
collections of old posters, beer
cans, and assorted paraphernalia from the early 1900's to the
pop art of the '50's. There will
be a few surprises for nostalgia
buffs," said Ostermeier.
When asked why an antique
show as part of the ' Bicenten~
nial Celebration Ostermeier
replied, "People are getting
tired of the Spirit of '76 call to
duty," and we felt this is a bit
unusual and a lot more
interesting." Everyone is welcome, there will be 36 exhibit-

ors, and admission is only $.50
for UNI students, $. 75 for
faculty and staff. Tickets must
be purchased at the Student
Service Counter (in front of the
Auditorium) the week of
February 23rd to the 27th .
"I'm sure people will enjoy
this celebration of the Bicentennial, it- promises to be ,more
fulfilling tha:rr -any ~ed,-• white
and blue candy sucker." The
exhibitors will be managed by
Jerry Robinson and Bill Thompson of T.H.O.R. Pr~
ductions. Jerry anticipates a
reasonably-priced show with
something for everyone.

Disco mania expands
in~o-full swing

All is quiet, for the moment, in the Continental Congress in
Philadelphia. The scene is from the musical "1776", presented in
the auditorium on Tuesday, February 17, by the CCAB Classical
Series. There -were two performances, 1 am and 7:30 pm. [Photo
by Robert Trahan]

by Elena Bzrezinski
As the hippies moved out
to the suburbs and joined the
country clubs, discotheques
came into full swing. Ten years
ago, you could dance to the
exclusive Club Maxim ' s in
Astor Tower Hotel only by
membership, but today, the
new "meet markets" spread all
over the city and suburbs up
to no more than $2.00 cover
charge and no driuk minimum
with I.D.
There are no left footers on
the disco scene, it'.s either hip
w hip, derriere to derriere, .
steps forward and backward,
and a few fancy acrobatics for
the agile. As the few Mr. and
Ms. Mods and others alike ·
sur.round the disco scene, the
fancy "Meet Market" begins
to take shape. With the red
lights and chrome flashing in
the elaborate contemporary
setting, such stimulating conversations stem from "What's
your name, rank and serial
number" to such intellectual
heights as, "What do you

think about the Super Bus
Stop'!" When one speaks, it is
under the confinement of
" cook talk" which means when
someone asks you where you
live, you tell them just around
the block at the ·m onastery and
if it's about your occupation,
you may say you just got a
promotion as the new version
of Keebler Cookie Man. Thi~
guarantees an interest froiri
your pursuer which entitles
you _ to the · response, "Hey,
yo~'re really different! "

Street on Thursday. (Friday is
reserved exclusively for dress
rehearsals for the "show must
go _on!" .

You see, at discos you are
either "with it" on the dance
floor or you 're "with it" at the
bar, or you just stand and
model your "with-it-ness ."
Meanwhile , clothing stores,
hairstyling salons , the mass
media and disc .jockeys alike
prepare for the up and coming
" disco babies." This new
sophistication is spreading
rapidly, it has already trampHowever, not all discos are led the sock hoppers and is
so ... whatever. There are a few now blowing u_p '·'bubble gum"
which give free disco dancing music and hard rock grub
lessons during the week to
freaks. So, when you find your
prepare for the Friday night
favorite bar turned disco, and
roundup. You can learn the
your favorite earthy corner
Super Bus Stop at SOP's 2680
Golf Road, Glenview on Mon- turned into massive chroll'fe
day nights, the "Hustle" at and glass and the old familiar
the Hangge-Uppe, 14 West heavy thunder of rock bands is
Elm Street on Tuesdays, the condensed into a quadraphonic
"Latin Hustle" at BBC's 7 sound system, and you find
West Division on Wednesdays you can't beat ·· Disco Mania
and whatever else grabs you at · and its crazed fans, get down
the Rookery 12 East Division and join 'em. "Rump anyone?"

Page 4
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-\l announcements
THE THIRD ANNUAL BRASS BALLS AWARDS
MONDAY EVENING BADMINTON is becoming popular.
CEREMONY, sponsored by the Northeastern Veterans Club, is · Those desiring to play, come between 7: 00 PM and 9 PM and join
scheduled for Friday, Feb. 27 at 8:00 PM in the Odd Fellows us in this fun game. Great for fitness! We provide equipment.
Hall, 4221 West Irving Park Road. Proceeds from this annual Marjie Jennings.
benefit will be donated to a non-profit charitable organization to
be decided later.
· APOCALYPSE presents a poetry reading by Ron Padgett,
author of "Great Balls of Fire" and "Bean ~pasms" on Mon., .
DR. JOSHUA A. FISHMAN: professor, author, lecturer, will Feb. 23 at 1 PM at the Creative Writing Center. Free admission.
speak on "Billingual Education: An International Sociological
Perspective, 4 PM, on Thursday, Feb. 19 in conference room 217
WOMEN'S,SERVICES/STUDIES There will be a table in the
in the commuter center addition. The lecture is sponsored by the Village Square Wednesday, March 3 from 10 AM-3 PM to inform ·
educational forum committee of the college of education.
the UNI community about the women's services and studies
program.
STUDENTS FOR ISRAEL AND KLAL YISROEL presents a
beginning conversational Hebrew class. It will be held in 3-109
SCEC NATIONAL CONVENTION Are you interested in
starting Thursday, Feb. 19 arid will continue for 10 weeks.
becoming a professional educator? Then, co~e to room 3-031,
Tues. Feb. 24 at 1:00 PM. Convention is just around the corner.
ALL PROSPECTIVE 1976 GRADUATES that would like If you come Tuesday, then you too can ·be part of the fun. Write
their photo to appear in the '76 yearbook n;ust make an it down and please come! All are welcome. SCEC President Scott
appointment for a portrait sitting. You can make your Korman.
appointment at the yearbook office, room E 220 (above the south
, dining hall). Photos will be taken March 8-19.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT will be meeting this Monday,
February 23 at 7 pm in the New Student Union Building
THE POLITICAL SCIENCE CLUB is sponsoring a trip to Room 217.
New York to participate in the Mini U held from April 13-18.
Costs are covered by the club. Requirements are: to be a member
IF YOU OBJECT TO SMOKING DURING CLASS go to
of the Political Science Club, and pass an examination executed Health Services and sign the petition against this practice. Over
b_x a panel of students. Call ext. 8161. Application deadline i.s 400 students have already signed up and when 1000 signatures
Friday, February 27 . .
are secured, we are going to the Student Senate and Faculty
Senate to press for NO SMOKING IN CLASSROOMS.
STUDENT SENATE ELECTIONS beginning next week.
Twelve senators will be elected. Vote on Tues. Feb. 24 and Wed.
Feb. 25 in the Village Square.
THE WOMEN'S STUDIES -ADVISORY BOARD will hold
it's
annual elections on March 15 and 16. Any student, faculty or
LIFE SPAN PLANNING F'.OR WOMEN: A series of
staff
member in the UNI community is eligible to run. There are
workshops designed to help women focus on their life goals. Sat,
Mar. 6 and 27 from 9:30-12:30, Tues, Mar. 2 and April 6 from vacancies for 6 students, 2 civil service people, 2 faculty .
members, and 2 at-large students. Applications will be accepted
6:30-8:30, and. Thurs, Mar. 4 and Apr. 8 from 1:00-3:00.
until March 8 in the Women's Studies Office room C-520.
NORTHEASTERN COLLEGIUM MUSICUM AND MADRIGAL SINGERS, under the direction of James A. Lucas, will be
in concert February 24 in room I-002 at 8:00 PM. , Featured will
be English Medival and Renaissance Music. Free admission.
~

•

THE WOMEN'S STUDIES ADVISORY BOARD MEETS
Fridays at 1:00 PM in C-505. Everyone is invited to attend these
meetings and board members are expected to attend.

.1n·Tt ern
T

,

program
•
opening
Foriv,s are available from the
Speech Department offices
C-618, for students who ,wish
·to apply for full-time, twelve
hour internships at WBBMTV,
WTTW-Newscenter,
WLS, WBEZ, and perl{aps
other stations and institutions.
These stations are looking
for Juniors and/ or Seniors who
have coursework relating to
radio and television production
or management. Applicants
must compile a Vita sheet, fill
out an application, and have
the recommendation of two
Speech faculty in order to be
eligible. Appointments will set
up by Dr._ Walker for interviews or various stations once·
you have been accepted as an
applicant.
Those Northeastern students who may be eligible for
placement in the Fall should
apply now, so that space can
be reserved. The program has
been steadily expanding and
qualified students are encour. aged to see Dr. Bob Walker for
additional details.

Canyo11·

•,c~

.•·: v.~cutTY RECITAL: Be'verly Hoffman, soprano.-and Ronald
Conib~, baritone, ' with Alle'n Anderson on piano will perform a
program of operatic duets on February 25 in the auditorium at
7:30 PM. Free admission.
ANTIQUE SHOW AND SALE, Feb. 27, 28, 29 in the
commuter center addition., February 27 from 9 PM-10 PM,
February 28 from 10 AM-7 PM, and February 29 H AM-5 PM.
Thirty-six quality antique dealers will be displaying their wares.
Admission if $1.25 for the public 75c for faculty and staff, and
50c for students.

American
civil• lib.
union
on hand
to help .·
by Ray Gapinski

The A.C.L.U. stands for the
American Civil Liberties Union. They are non-profit, and
will give legal aid to those
involved in a precedent setting
situation. They work only on
state, or federal levels, because
they -~eal with constituational
rights. ,.
How does one know if they
can help? Call or visit their
offices, they have counselors
on hand to give you information and hear your case. If
they find that it is not within
the bounds of their actions
they will send you to the Bar
association.
If you find yourself behind
the eight ball spend a dime,
and you may be led out of the dark.

If your interest is the field of Spee<:h and Hearing, join the
NATIONAL STUDENT S)?EECH AND HEARING ASSOCIATION (NSSHA). We exchange thoughts-, information and ideas
related to the field. Join us every Tuesday, i':00 pm, room 3-081,
Classroom Building. New Members Welcome!
Corky Siegal, Louise Dimiceli, Mike Dunbar and Redhead, and
Bob Friday, present a: concert for the benefit of Oak School, on
Monday, March 1, 7:30 pm, at the North Park College
auditorium. Featured will be the Hey-U clowns.

GUIDE ·To MONEY
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
Guide to more than 250,000 Scholarships and
Financial Aid Source - items valued at over
$500 million dollars.
Contains the most up-to-date information on:
Scholarships, grants, aids, fellowships, loans, work-study 'programs,
cooperative education programs, and summer job opportunities; for
study at colleges, vocational and technical schools, paraprofessional
training, community or two-year colleges, graduate schools, and postgraduate study or research; funded on national, regional, and local
levels by the federal gov..ernment, states, cities, foundations, corporations, trade unions, professional associations, fraternal organiz&tions,
and minority organizations. Money is available for both average. as well
as excellent students, both with and without need.

BENNETT PUBLISHING CO.
Dept. 214, 102 Charles Street, Boston, Mass. 02114.
Please rush me _· _
copies of GUIDE TO MONEY FOR HIGHER EDUCATION at $5.95 plus 50c for postage and handling for each copy.
I am enclosing$ _ _ _ _ _ (check or money order).
Name
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Adddress

City _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ __ Zip _ __
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stop the
Nimzo ■

lnd.ian
assault?
·b y John Schllg
""
"This world would be just
grand - if - world leaders
w.9uld release their aggressions
on the chess board instead of
battlefields."
Northeastern is doing its
part to promote peace, and you
can too by joining the chess
club. Everyone is welcome those interested in learning the
game and those experienced
players seeking a place to play
on this campus.
Chess boards and pieces are
available at Corral /14 7 in the
north corridor next to the
.l ibrary, or you can ask any
chess club member for infor•
mation.
If you want to learn what
the en passant is or if you just
want to see if a Sicillian
defense can halt a Nimzo-Indian assault, come on over to the
Chess club mailbox near the
typing center and sign up.
This semester we hope to
enter sanctioned chess match
tournaments against other
Universities, - so we'll need .
people. Try out for the team or
just play for the mind
·s timu,la tion. .
Contact me at home 7258367 or talk to ,other club
members Jee Leong and Carl
Lindquist. If you can't c~ntact ·
us, leave all inquiries in the
ma,i19ox:

,.

/
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Senate -elections

Robert J. Kosinski

;

Michael Strohmayer·

Page 5

February 24 and 25

Kathleen Zvskowskl

.

Jacobo Szapiro

, •..•.-•. ,,\¢,_ ,

·Ava Stein

Daniel Howe

PRINT

Judy Maclor

Joan Lipschut z

Mike Donat ucci

Ty~one Rutues

· Lynn Marie Young

Julie Prorok
Candidates
not pictured:
Daniel Barnes
Michael Cunningham
Debbey Korcyl
George Shimko
David Thourson

.

-N0~1\-\EASTERN

ILUNOIS

Each candidate was given an
equal opportunity to be photographed for the Print. Any exclusions were the fault of the individual and not that of this publication or the Election Committee of the Student"Senate.

UNIVERSITY
\

"

'

·'

9

Charles Miceli Jr.

Enrique Rios
~-

. ~..fllta M. Marek, "

•

"

, .... f's.!;,.,

Roger Guerra
,. ,

•

0 '

ANo~ER

ADD

[~e. SoKE +c
OuR D1LAPIDATED

CAtr\?us ...

Benefit for the Survivors of
the Guatemalan Earthquakes

Human Potential

Sunday, February 29, 1-6 pm
The Auditorium at Northeastern Illinois University
-St. Louis and Bryn Mawr (5500 N. and 3500 W.)

positively oriented
This spring, the University .interests, and experiences of
Counseling Center in ·conjunc- success , satisfaction and
tion with the Program for achievement.
Participants will find sup,
Interdisciplinary' Education
(PIE) is offering one section of port and !)ncouragement to
the Human Potential Seminar. capitalize on their strengths
(95-323-41) The Human Poten- and devleop them ever further,
ti;:tl Seminar is a stru$ tured, as well as apply them in daily
positively-oriented giooup ~.ex- ; life.-.a'he c;lass .will meet during
perience, designed to help the Spring eight week session
participants- achieve more ef- from 10:00-12:00 on Monday
fecti vP- and satisfying life and Wednesday. This class is a
two hour credit (elective) and
styles.
It is "structured" in the is graded on a pass-no credit
sense that participants will basis.
If you are interested in a
engage in a series of specific
group activities which focus on course- of this nature contact
increasing participants', regard David Helfand, University
for themselves and for others. Counseling Center, B-115. EnIt is "positively~oriented" in rollment is limited to 8-10
that the activities will focus on students.
individual ·strengths, ~ents,

Gibson & Camp, Corky Siegel, Valucha and
Ernesto, Art Thieme, Roscoe, Robin Steele,
Dream Theatre, Rich Markow's Living
Ca-rtoon Orchestra, Rokko & The Hat .
--·~ ~ -Band, Piven Children's Theatre &
Surprise ·Guests!
Lewis Arquette - Master of Ceremonies

1<

.:,..-·-

All funds received will go to the Guatemalan Relief. Fund via the Spanish Club of
Northeastern Illinois University, a non-profit organization.
Tickets at Door: $2 • children, student. $5 • adults. $10 • whole family rate
BY MAILE: C/o Guatemalan Benefit, 210 Main St., Evanston, II. 60202 ·
OR PHONE: 583-4050, ext. 8222, 869-3846 or 491-1451
Donations gratefully accepted, please make check payable to: Guatemalan Fund, c/o Spanish Club
And Mall To: Northeatern Ill. University, Attn: Prof. O'cherony

Time to Enjoy

BAILE
-

'

-~~-• •:'.11~a ~.'
. t\OA

-:.:.i, ,

LA ·NUESTRA
LIBERTAD LATINA
THE QUADROPHONIC
SOUND
On Friday, February 20 at 7:00 pm
in the Northeastern Gym

Admission $2.50
Time to Strµggle

LUCH

ES

Union for Pu erto R ic an Students

HPER field work offered
for credit
the Gym Office (ext. 480)
Field Experience in HPER · Recreation Programs."
This is a three semester hour
before you register.
is available to UNI students
during the Spring-Summer course. It is open to all
undergraduate students at
Trimester.
During the 16 week 1976, UNI. The course involves
Spring-Summer Trimester, the practical field work in HPER
in summer schools, park
Physical Education Department is offering the course districts, settlement houses, .
84-203, , Field Experiences in community centers, day
Health, Physical Education camps, swimming , pools and
and Recreation. The section various other certified organi· The Northeastern Illinois
number is 01 for "Summer zations. Those taking the
{!niversity French club is
course will be required to
sponsoring the showing of two
prepare a paper on the nature
films at the university; "Hiroof ' their work, their aims, . shima, Mon Amour," 3 p.m. ,
objectives, and daily problems
February 25, and Jean Cocand experiences.
teau's " Le Testament d'If you have a. summer job in
Orphee," 3 p.m., March 24.
any of these areas, it may be
Both will be in room 1002 of
'possible for you to obtain 3
the classroom building, Bryn
houts of elective credit. Other - Mawr at Central Park Ave.
possibilities exist w.hich may
The films are in French with .
satisfay the requirements of
English sub-titles. The public
this course. If you are _is invited; There is no charge
interested see Dr. Waechter in
for admission.
le

Fre~hClub
films

AISG

meeting

tomorrow at
11 a.m. in the
Buffeteria ·
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was a regular ordinary bus
driver. The boss would have
been proud.
But after about fifteen
minutes his head began to
itch. Phinny didn't take his
hat off and scratch though. He
you're having problems with just let it itch away. Fifteen
our golden-aged riders. How minutes later he picked up
about it?"
three kids from Daley High.
"Oh no, you understand They were using foul language
wrong. I'm not having any and smoking marijuana and ,
problem. I'm 'breezing' them." . Phinny loved it. But he didn't
"You're 'breezing' them?"
join them. Two blocks later a
"Yea. I just drive past and senior citizen and his wife,
it makes a breeze. That way neither an instant under
they can't get on the bus and ninety, got on. Between them
die and I figure we're a cinch they had four shopping bags
to have our-safest year ever."
spilling over with Polident and
But the boss told Phinny
Geritol and were awfully slow
he'd have to pick-up the senior about getting on.
citizens. He also told him,
Phineas, with an itching
though, he wouldn't have to
head and yearning to join the
worry about it for five days.
three kids from Daley High
Phineas was again suspended
and rapidly growing impati- without pay!
ence for old people, was going
A week later Phineas was
nuts. Everything seemed to be
back on the job. He wasn't
against him ·at once.
partying with · the kids from
Then it happened!
Daley. Nor was he hatless.
Two blocks after th~y got
And nor was he breezing
on, the senior citizen and his
senior citizens. It was, as if he
wife got off. Phineas did all he

gary andersen
The bus company's safest
year was 1970. Ironically, it
was also the year Phineas
drove a bus; for the bus
company.
1970 wasn't fhinny's safest
year. 1947 was. He wasn't _
born until 1948 so, in 1947 he
had no accidents. But 1970
was one of Phinny's saf"er"
years and he proudly acclaims
to being a part of the team
which bright the people of our
city their safest-public-transportation-year ever!
Even though driving a bus
was miserable work and he
hated every moment of it very
much, Phineas wouldn't ever
let anything interfere with the
safe operation of his vehicle.
For - example, Phinny went
wild because of the kids from
Daley High. It wasn't not
liking the kids but rather their
foul language and marijuana
smoking that drove him into a
frenzy. He loved it!
In fact, he loved it so much,
one day he stopped his bus
and joined them. But after not
too much time had gone by
and he realized he was in no
positi~n to safely operate his
bus any longer, Phineas pulled
off his route and onto a side
street.
But the boss found out
about Phinny's driving on
anauthorized streets and asked
him why.
''Because,' ' Phineas explained, "I wanted to help us
have our safest year ever and I .
wasn't feeling quite up to
driving. So I pulled over. "
"What was wrong?"
"I think it was the air. Yea,
it must've been something in
the air that got to me."
" Well," the boss answered,
" we appreciate your concern
for safety. But don't do it
again."
Another of the things that
drove Phineas bananas was
having to wear a uniform. His
Uncle Adolph told him he
shouldn't let it worry him.
"Women love men in uniforms," he said.
But not too many women
seemed to be loving Phineas
and he could never remember
his ·hat. So, he hated uniforms.
Back in 1970 the bus company
had a rule - no hat, no work!
One time when Phinny
forgot to wear his hat the boss
called him into the office. It
was really very understandable
that he forgot his hat. The
bars clos.e d only two hours
before he reported for work.
The boss, though, .didn't see
things quite that way.
"Finsterbach, where's your
hat?"
"Well,' uh, I guess I forgot
it," was the hung over
response.
" Don't you know, no one
can drive a bus that isn't
wearing a hat?"
For awhile Phineas, who
thought uniforms were pretty
silly anyhow, silently ponderep.
his boss's remar~. Then he
retorted, "Yea, I guess you're
right. Any bus going down the·
street without a hat on would

look pretty dumb."
But Phinny's boss took an
understandably dim view of
that last statement and presented Phineas with three days
off, without pay. Afterall; , no
hat, no work. And n~ work, no
pay!
An.o ther thing that . really
bugged Phineas was picking
up senior citizens. Evidently
he read somewhere that senior
citizens usually died before
young and--middle-aged citizens. And because he didn't
want any dead people on his
bus, Phineas stopped stopping
for old people.
But the boss, who by then
wasn't particularly fond of
Phinny anyhow, soon learned ·
he wasn't picking up old
people and, again, called him
into the office.
"Finsterbach, I understand
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could to refrain himself. But it
wasn't much and the old lady,
who seemed to recognize
Phinny ' s dislike for every thing, stopped and said something.
She said, "Mr. Bus Driver,
you're-a schmuck. ;,_
That was it. The rope broke
and Phinny went nuts. He
jumped out of the driver's seat
and screamed•, "That 's it.
Everyone off! This $#&%t+
bus is out of service. Off. "
And so, he drove an empty
bus back to the barn and quit.
What does all this have to
do with the bus company 's
safest year? Phinny only drove
a bus for three davs.

..

ANTIQUE
SHOW&
·SALE
FEB. 27
. FEB. 28
FEB. 29

s
eco

ROCK

JA22

CLASSICAL ·

BLUES- FOLK

LABELS

Grateful Dead
Curtis Mayfield
Bette Midler
Eric Clapton J. Geils Band
Sha Na Na
Three Dog Night
Crosby, Stills, Nash & Yo11ng

Yusef L.ateef
Jimmy Wijherspoon
Dave Brubeck
Ramsey Lewis
Miles Davis
Duke Ellington
John Coltrane
Cannonball Adderley

Maurice Abravanel, Utah
Symphony
William Steinberg, Pittsburgh
Symphony
Maurice Andre
Alfred Brendel
Andres Segovia
London Symphony Orchestra
Sylvia Marlowe

Brownie McGhee
Lightnin' Hopkins
Doc Watson·
Buffy Sainte Marie
Otis Spann
Jimmy Rushing
JoanJaez
John t"ee Hooker

Sine Qua Non
Westminster Gold
RCA

BEST OF STRAUSS
- Beloved Waltzes.
Polkas and

VIRGIL FOX:
IN CONCERT
The organist of the
70's performs Bach

BEETHOVEN:
NINE SYMPHONIES - Compl■te
William Steinberg
conducts Pittsburgh

HANDEL:
MESSIAH - Compl■te
Sir Adrian Bout ..-,d
the London
Philha-monic
Choir and
Orchestn\

Overtur8s-

$6.98

Eduard Strauss and
his orchestra

$6.98

ThrM record s■t

T.h rM record s■t

Symphony

$14.98

Seven record HI

, f;'"" Tvmiguard

$6.98

ThrM record s■t

1llE BEST Of
'

-_ I! l.4!ctL I:til.
1
'· '_/.

,-~L±W.i.li.\

:::: _...-/ /1.
• i

'

JULIAN BREAM:
THE CLASSICAL GUITAR
Worl<s of Bach,
•
Oe Falla, Villa
Lobos, Sor, Turina,
Torroba - Julian
Brewn, guita-_

$6.98

ThrM record s■t

Columbia
· Elektra
Philips
Turnabout
Atlantic
and many others
BRAHMS:
COMPLETE SYMPHONIES
Featuring Sir Adrian
Soult, the London
Philha-monic;
Leopcld Stokowski,
Houston Symphony,
Wiliam Steinberg,
Pittsburgh
Symphony

$8.98

Four record set

THE BAROQUE TRUMPET
AND HORN AT
-THEIR FINEST
Maurice Andre.
AdoM Scherbaurn

$9.98

Fl•• record s■t .

.
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'A proud people celebrate'
by Sylvia P. Fountila
i
The most exciting and I
enlightening week since I have
attended Northeastern was I
·. just spent in participating in
"A Celebration in Black. "
February 9-13 was designated specifically as Black History Week, and the entire month
has been du bbed National·
Black History Month by the
Black (Negro) Historical Soci•
ty. The events of the week
were sp onsored by Black
Heritage Club, Black Caucus
Club an d the Commuter
Center Activities Board.
Each event ·of "A Celebration in Black" was a dynamic
standard which pos~ssed rich
and meaningful high points of
culture, politics, spirituality
and heritage of a magnificent
race of people.
The "Talent in Black" show,
which has traditionally opened
Black Week here at UNI, gave
students the opportunity to
display their wide variety of
talent. This talent included

I

show that was so nice it had to ! Blair is a walking storehous of
be done twice. Jewelry and universal knowledge of metaliterature were displayed by physics and history , and
Brother Hannibal ( Harold should be a visiting professor
Charles, one - of the greatest· on a regular basis.
educators of our time). Both
The week's events en ded
speakers for the day were with a dance featuring the
electric and left something on Black Magic Band, . "the
the minds of those listening. baddest band in the land." We
Brother Elkin- Sithole, from even noted that they have a
South Campus, got the audi- new lead singer.
What a week of truly
ence totally involved in his
lecture on the history of music enriching, ever inspiring eand dance. Brother Delberl vents this has been!

music, singing, dancing, poeton prison life. They began by
ry and dramatics.
·
moving into the audience,
The Gospel Jubilee, which
frisking everyone t hat came in
was ·presented in cooperation
and giving (mock) harsh
with the south campus, was
prison guard commands. Stus uccessful beyond total dedents who a_ttended this event
scription. It was held in the
left with a realistic, degrading
beautifol main chapel of the
view of prison life and its
St. James Church which was
aftereffects. All proceeds from
almost totally packed with not
this event were donated to
only south and west side
Illinois Prisoner. Organization.
students, but also facu lty,
On Wednesday, Renault
administration and many from
Rob inson, director of the
the community. George Mays,
AAPL, was dynamic and
Director of the Voices of
electrifying in his breakdown
Praise, is a master and while. of life as we face it on a day to
each voice is independently
day basis. He is a man of
excellent, when they combine
convictions and students eager
they manifest a superiority
for truth wanted to keep him
that none in the universe can
here the entire afternoon.
surpass. The great Pastor, T.
The magnificent Phil Cohran
L. Barrett, was on top . of
Band can be summed up by
things as usual, not only in his
saying that they entertain to
oral interpretation, but with
the utmost degree. They have
his fantastic proteges, the
mastered the art of commandBa~ett Brothers, our spirits
ing an audience to its fee t or
were uplifted by this event.
capturing the audience to a
On . Tuesday , the George
spiritual awareness of limitless
Jackson players involved the
dimensions.
entire audience in their drama .
The Afro-Festival was a
most inspirational and culturally enriching event. There
were several busloads of
children from grade schools
and among this group were a
3407 \\'. B~yn ~lmt
special group of tiny tots from ·
c1i ·,,~o. 111,no,, 606 59
the African Alternatives
School, Shule Ya Watots. May
God bless the Shule teachers
.• ~·· ~ Unique Blend ·•
and the young liberators.
of OLD :ind NE\V
Faculty, staff and students,
~domed in t he garb of
SPECIALS
motherland, danced and sang
Mon., Wed., Fri. 5-7 p_m.
what comes naturally. Sisters
All the beer you can drink
Shirley, Ann, Cynthia, Diane
for 25¢ a glass
and Youngblood did a fashion
Tues,, GIRLS LIB DAY
5-11 p.m. All the wine you
can drink for 25¢ a gliw.
(1".14ies only)
THURS. ENTERTAINMENT
·from 7:30 p.m:

JUST OPENED
The

'Re.cord People
5258 N. Harlem

$10FF

PAN

for Sna.cks & Fun

l'Olf·

:

OPEN FOR LUNCH

:
:

HIDDEN
COVE
•

I

:

-off-ay......__ _

I

I

I
I

Mme Nite, Sa., 10:30 ,-, l.adils Nite, .
Tues. •.& Thun., Unacorted Femalel,
• Drw:.
.

s,

LOUNGE-PUB
5338 .N. Lincoln
784-9638

• S·AT
• f LEX
• E.CFMG
:

.

FRIE - l Pltdler ...'Wida .... pizza .
FRIE "'."" l Pttc11en beer wkll_.... pizza

DAT

LSA T
GRE

.: Q(A T
: CpA T
•e
VAT
·

:'!

--~-·--------·~-COUPON
--~~ .. ---- ... ·.. ~
'

I

792-0267

.•
•

Ower lSy11n

-~Cfll

:

SIMllclnw,

:

Vohr111~i.ou, 11oiM

•
:

: GMA T '''"" :•ttrllll

OPEN AT 11 a.m. DAILY .

.

5258 N. Harlem - 4 blks south of Harlem exit
Kennedy X-pressway

.

e

• ~ 1' _,,,_

THE RECORD PEOPLE

·r.••1············~·There IS a ••.
.: difference!!! :. Save
: ,,_,_M
• MCAT ,, ..,..,_. :
.

..

2nd purchase of Lp, Tape, or T-shirt
mix or match
Now thru February 29th

------- ----

e

some
time.

Counn ,~,, art •
COlllt:11, upd,ltd :
Ta,t l,c,ht,n lor

:

e

l t¥ieWI ol CIIH

1tn1111, and for uu •
ol ,upple,.,.fttary •
11111,11111

•

• for
W.••·up,

:

llllllff ltUOIII

:

: NA T'L MED BDS :
: .NA
. T'L
. .DENT
. BDS:

. .

~

..

:
•
•

Most classes start 8 weeks
prior to Exam
Spring & Fall compacts

:

:

CHICAGO CENTER

:
•

:
.•

2050 W. Devon Ave.
Chicago, Ill. 60645
(3 12) 764-5151

•
•

:• ... . .....••
•
•

•
• • • • • • ••••••

••
•

••
•

:=tM-¾{!:
i!!,,,.~ J! i
_____....

•• ~i~l::::~":ll ., ~·•
111a1-...

9t.,-c"'" ,......, U$ C11tft

••

~ Army ROTC usually takes four -year~ of college. But you

.

~ can do it in just tWG years... and rece,-.e $100 a [!IOntb

©

during your junior and senior years.
You prepare for two careers simultaneously-military
and civil/an.
·
.

~

~ Y o u can compete for a full Army ROTC scholarship
which pays tuition, books; lab fees, plus that $100 a

\i,J

&

;~;~:·training is available.

~ Many other pcnefirs including 'fellowship; for gr.i.duate

©

Wschool.
For complete information contact:

Army ROTC. Learn what;•.
takes to lead.

MAJOR JOSEPH J. HARRISON
ENROLLMEifl' OFFICER
A4, ·ARMORY BLDG . , LAKE SHORE
274- 3000 EXT 352/353
I.OYOLA UNl\'ER SlTY OF Cli!CAGO
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Northeastern
represents

Nigeria
Northeastem's group represented Nigeria, a country that
is currently important to the
United Nations as it occu¢es
seats on both the International
Court of Justice and the
Security Council. The delegates included:
Daniel J. Bloom, a political
science major at UNI, who· sat
on the International Court of
Justice. Dan's role was vital in
leading deliberations that
The seventh in a series of well as Chicago's extensive ._ eventually neted Northeastnine monthly exhibits pre- shipping trade with foreign
em's team a unanimous vote
sented in connection with the countries, and the roles of
in favor of Nigeria on the
nation's Bicentennial, will Chicagoans in fighting Amerififteen member court. The case
open at the Chicago Historical ca ' s foreign wars and in
involved a suit brought by
Society on March 13, 1976, working for peace. Additionaldelegations representing _•the and will continue through ly, the exhibit, on the ground
Netherl5mds· and the United
April 5. This exhibit series is floor of the Society, offers
Kingdom accusing Nigeria of
supported by the phicago glimpses of modern world
unjustly forcing multi-national
Committee of the · American problems as seen thro!].gh the
corporations based there to
Issues Forum, a program eyes of prominent Chicagoans. _relinquish their holdings.
under the auspices of the
The exhibit can be viewed
Dan's use of evidence, his
National Endowment For The daily from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30
reasoning ability, and his
Humanities and the American p;in., and on Sundays from
knowledge of international law
were instrumental in achieving
Revolution Bicentennial Ad- 12 :30 until 5:00 p.m. Admisthe 15-0 vote.
ministration.
sion is $1.00 for adults, 50c for
AMERICA
IN , THE children (6-17), and 25c for
Sue Jasper served as repreWORLD deals with the con- senior citizens. Members of the
sen ta ti ve to the Social,
tributions of Chicago and its Chicago Historical Society are
-Huinaniterian and Cultural
citizens in world affairs. The admitted free.
· committee, which considered
city's two great world's fairs,
The Chicago Historical Sosuch problems as the Palestinithe World's Columbian Expo- ' ciety is located at the sout:h
an refugee question, the issue
sition of 1893, and A Century end of Lincoln Park at Clark
of Zionism as a form _of racism,
of Progress in 1933-34, are Street and North Avenue,
and tlre -subject of aparthied in
featured in this exhibit, . as Chicago, !>42-4600: ·
South Africa.
·
·
Terry Kozlowski represented
Northeastern on the legal
'"THE STORY OF ADELE H.' is a beautiful, rigorous,
• . committee, which this ·year
••
very original film. It looks and sounds like no other
•
devoted much of its discussion
•
Truffaut film you've ever seen."
•
to curbing incidents o( interna•
Vincent Canby. New Y<irk Times
.•
tional terrorism.
•
'"TI-IE STORY OF ADELE H.'-a greatfilm, I think•
James McCarthy, another
•
the only great film from Europe I've seen since 'Last
•
political science ·m ajor, won
•
Tango in Paris.'"
~ Pauline Koe/. The Neu.- Yorker
•
one of the top · three awards
given ~o members of the
•
'"THE STORY OF ADELE H.' is a beautiful, touching,
•
·Security Council for his work
•
and lovely movie. Ms. Adjani is remarkable, stunning
•
on that important board.
.• .
and beautiful. Merci, Truffaut:'
•
~ Jeffrey Lyons. WP/XIV
Among the topics . discussed .
there was that of war-tom
•
,1..<
)3\
•
1~
"BEST FOREIGN FILM'_' - l-.:1.1
•
i..:
Angola; the victim of severe
•
~.,,
ANO
,J
•
~ "BEST ACTRESS" ~~1~\LE ~~
• civil strife in recent months.
•
~ )- NATIONAL BOARD Of REVIEWl_.L..~
...........
•
Since both Nigeria and Angola
are members of the African
•
•
block countries, Jim's contrib•
•
utions to · the seminar easily
· by Bob Naglich
Princeton University annually
This year's delegation to the plays host to the four day
Princeton Model United Na- conference that was held Feb,
tions Conference performed 12-15, according to Dr. David ·
exceptionally well despite stiff · Jordan, faculty advisor to the
opposition from . such noted Forensics Union, which spon
schools as Harvard, Kent sors the trip for UNI's
State, West Point, and Yale. five-member delegation.

•

7th of nine

···········--··--~~--J

:

• :

•
•
•

•

•
•

••

•
ISABEL~~e;~JK~i

•

FRANyOISTRUFFAUT

•

•

THE

•
•

ea~;!h:~::,a:~~d

JAMES / McCARTHY, RAISES AS ISSUE DURING ·
SECURITY COUNCIL MEETINGlrAT PRINCETON U.N. HE
WON ONE OF THE TOP THREE> A WARDS FOR HIS
EFFORT [PHOTO BY SUE JASPER.]

Pilgrimage to N. Y.
world as a major movement in
modern drama.
Allan Bates, drama and
Allan Bates is also leading a
American literature teacher at
three-week pilgrimage to New
Northeastern, is quickly adYork as part of a course
ding to the list of achieveoffered by Northeastem's Engments of thos instructors who
lish Department.
occupy the Creative Writing
From the beginning of the
Center at 3307 W. Bryn Mawr.
Spring term until May 13 the
In addition to performing 'his
Theatre in New York group
regular teaching duties here at
will prepare for the trip UNI, he is currently assisting
discussing what to expect in
in the Off-Off Broadway - New York City, reading plays
production of his play East
and SE!eing performances that
Liberty, Pa. which enjoyed a
relate to _~e.}V•,,.;Yor~ pro~uc:
successful · run · ·· Chicago in
tions. In New ~
~ em~s
the fall of 1974. The play,
will have some (ree time,
which as been described as "a
during which they will be
McDonald's arch view of the
encouraged to discover New
American dream," is scheduled
York, especially its · museums
at the WPA theatre in New
and galleries. Each evening the
York for a month's run March
group will see a play, usually
24 - April 25. East Liberty,
together; after.wards the group
Pa. is the second play of _Mr.
will get together for discusBates' that the WPA has put
sion. After returning from New
on. Kids' Games was _staged
York on June 7, members of
during the 1975 New Plays
the group will have two weeks
Festival and was proclaimed
to prepare reports and jourby the Village Voice the
nals.
strongest production at the
The theatre tour may be
WPA festival (June 23, 1975).
taken for either 3 or 6 hours
The WP A is widely recognized
credit. Serious efforts will be
as the leading theatre in the · made to limit . costs while in
Off-Off Broadway division of
New York.
New York theatre which,
For more information call
incidentally, has been recogAllan Bates, 583-4050, extennized by critics arouiid the
sion ~12!!.
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Anyone interested in the
model U.N. program or any other Forensic Union event1·
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from DR. David Jordan,
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. cal science major, completed
the team by serving on the
influential political committee.
Nuclear non-proliferation trea-,
ties a nd disarmament talks
were important items on
Greg's agenda.
·
All of the delegates agreed
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Lifeplanning ·for woillen
woman only spends ten years
by Larry Brittan
in full time child rearing. The
What is lifeplanning for
program will then be the
women? Rose Levinson would
. opportunity to put careful
like all women interested in
thought and planning into the
this initial workshop to know
remainder of one's life; while
that it is a pilot program
still an undergraduate.
designed for college women
Another concern the project
who want help in understandwill address and discuss is the
ing and defining their life
recent research by Matina
goals. Ms. Levinson, who has
Horner (Toward an Under•
a Masters in Social Work, will
be working with Carol Mocka- · standing of Achievement Related Confficts in Women, The
vak, a graduate student with a
Journal of Social Issues); a
B.A. in psychology.
study showing the strong '
According to Rose, the
tendency toward success
program arises · out of the
avoidance in women.
conviction that "women have a
difficult time focusing in on
Dr. Homer concluded that
life goals because, from birth,
women avoid success out of
they are taught their primary
the fear that intellectual
achievement will somehow
function - if not theµ- only,,
function - is to be a wife~ compromise their femininity
ai{d. lead to social rejection,
and/or mother. It's difficu1t
and that the greater the
for any woman to see beyond
woman's ability, the greater
this basic socialization."
The program will allow
the fear of success.
A~ outlined in the workshop
concerned women the time and
format, the goals for particispace to formulate and clarify
pants will be: (1) "to increase
their priorities, time to apone's sense of autonomy (2) to
praise values, interests, and
clarify priorities, (3) to take a
talents, and give them a free
self-inventory of skills, interhand in setting sh_o rt and long
es ts , and abilities, (4) to 1.ine."
term goals.
discuss Matina Homer's reThe second week will be ·an
Rose and Carol are intersearch and. see if it applies to identity session in which one
ested in guidance of sorts
oneself, (5) to clarify what examines who they are. Dishowever, they believe the
circumstances fosters success · cussions of best and worst
workshop will provide support
and what steps one can take to days are also included.
as well as insight to those
involved. A woman should
develop realistic and fulfilling
The third week will discuss
aspirations, (6) to set both · various lifestyles of women
have a focused and definite
view of her future and the
short and long term goal~ and and the success-Avoidance
plan some immediate steps to conflict. And the fourth week
program will deal with this.
Th~--f-0rm
mp.ant hr.th
will help to ease this conflict
JJti r --- ·. ,jg
c., 1:,-n-;- ..-.. o.U/1, ~ ,. ,actio,r. to~.wd a__clueving those
.
·
with the life inventory making
for the returning student with · goals." ·
. According to the experimen° a woman aware ·that she has
life experience and the younger
tal curriculum the first week talents and skills.
student. The woman coming
back to college will also benefit
will be for introductions, and
with the young woman who
discussion will center around
realizes that the American
expectations and one's "life
J,.,_

The fifth week deals with a
"force field " analysis and 1
discussion of goals. An aid to
this will be the development of
a motivational chart.
The final week will be work
done to formulate a two year
plan, defining steps to action.
In conclusion, there will be an
evaluation and participant
· recommendat ion for future
workshops.
So now you m ?.~! ::! ~: l,.
"When does the workshop .

begin? How often are the
hieetings? Where are the
meetings?" The lifeplanning
workshop begins in the first
week of March and you can
begin registering now in the
Office of Women's Services. Workshop Schedule:
March 6-March 27, 4 Satui-das 9:30-12:30
March 2-April 6, 6 Tuesdays
6:30-8:30
March 4-April 8, 6 Thursdays 1:00-3:00 ,,
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FOR STUDENT RIGHTS
FOR A STUDENT VOI CE IN THE UNIVERSITY
ADMINISTRATION.

WHO WOULD BE KING'
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is a prince among pictures.

IT IS FLAT- OUT ENTERTAINMENT

JACOW

Coupon worth one 12 oz.

-a headlong story, head-crunching
action, good acting, intelligent and
witty dialogue, a mind-wiping, exotic
setting and·it has been craftily .
directed by John Huston."-Gene Sha/it, NBC -TV
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classifieds

Querida Lourdes, el milagro d~ mi
vida, Me sintiera el mas feliz del.l
mundo, si tu me acompanaria al
by Robert Bernstein
drama LOS SOLES TRUNCOS, quei
se da EN ESPANOL, el dia 27 de
Well, it seems that WCFL
febrero a las 8 de la noche, al UNI, has bitten the dust as a Top 40
auditirio; entrada GRATS. Don shlo_c k-rock radio station. In a ·
THE BIG SEVEN'S CHOICE is Bob i Juan
Querido Don Juan, Estoy encan- very short time it should be
Kosinski for Student Senate. Vote
turning out what is known in
tada de ir contigo a ver el drama
Tuesday, February 24 and Wednesthe radio · world as "wallpaper
LOS SOLES TRUNNCOS por Rene
day, February 25. Students for Bob
Marques. Por ser el amor de tu vida music," namely rather bland :
Kosinski.
me interesa conocer la cultura puersupper club style music. The ;
torriquena, . como te gusta a ti.
Ray Conniff Singers, Johnny
FOR SALE: Baby Furniture Unit. .
Ademas se que Rene Marques es
Converts into high chair, stroller,
Mathis, Andy Williams, Man- '
uno de los mejores autores puertobuggy, car bed/seat, rocker, bassinet,
- tovani, The Hollyridge Strings ,
rriquenos de actualidad. Lourdes·
etc. Excellent condition. Best offer.
and Perry Como are the names ;
Aida Luz, light of my life, Let the
929-7937.
sunshine in. Meet me February 27
which pop into my mind first
at 3:30 PM at the •UNI auditorium
when I think of wallpaper '.
FOR SALE: 1968 Ford Galaxie 500 · and we'll see LOS SOLES TRUNmusic, which I hope isn't too ,
ff:uns good, starts well, doesn't burn COS, a drama, presented in English
often.
011. $450.00, Call 964-0836 after 6:30 by the COMP ANIA DE TEATRO
The people at WLS must ·.
PM.
_ REPERTORIO ESPANOL; admisreally be gloating. The compe- ,
- - - - - -- -- - - - . sion Free. Don Juan
~RGE (SWITC~BOARD). Why do
Don Juan, My love, 0.K. I would . tition between WLS and :
no Y?U try gettmg a ho,ld of me love to go with you to see the drama
WOFL has been going on for :·
sometime. Marcello. P.S. Ive heard , "LOS SOLES TRUNCOS", because
at least a dozen years, and
yo~ ~rak, and you have a lovely . the author, Rene Marques, is the
although they played identical ;_
voice..
most important "dramatist today in
music, I guess WLS won out ;
Puerto Rico. His plays represent the
SWITCHBOARD MARGE, To your Puerto-Rican culture like it is. Aida
in the end through more ~
surprise, I just might adopt you some- Luz
effective sales campaigns, :
day. J. D. Rockefeller.
giveaway ." contests," and the ,".
- - - -- - - - - - -11 THE GIRLS CALL ME"the stalother general stupidity that ;:
WANTED: Usable 14" 5 lug VW Rim' lion" because I like to horse around
goes with the ratings game. It
Call Stt:ve after 6 at 625-8234 or leave\ and studder alot.
a message.
! . ________ ___ ___ _
seems that some radio stati.ons

I

IN
~T_E_R_E_S_T_E_D_IN_A_C_HAN
__G~E-?_W_o_ul_d~,/a RICH FORBES IS trying to locate
the 5 other people by the same last
you enjoy being a part of a small' , name at UNI for purpose of regroup process which has a very posi- searching family ties. Contact Nan- .
tive focus? This Spring the Human·· cy at the Sweet-shoppe.
Potential seminar is being offered to :
students genuinely interested in their · PETTICOAT, Time has eroded the
own growth as well as that of others . . pain and created fertile soil for everBe part of this rewarding experience · lasting love to flourish. Love Bil.

____________ __

and receive 2 elective credits.

(:,_

FOR AN EFFECTIVE STUDENT
SENATE, for a real representativ ·
voice of the students, for student'si
rights, re-elect Jacobo Szapiro.
.

1

LOST: Two silver keys on ring. I1
Schlage key, one Ilco key. Lost near
corner of Bryn Mawr and St. Louis orl
further down near Kimball. Calli
PRIN Ext. 459.

will do anything but try to Chickenm&n on WCFL. And
improve the music to win the musjc really was fresh ,
listeners. WCFL will still keep ; exciting and inventive. I see
Larry Lujak, a.t least until his · the teeny-boppers on the street
contract matters can be ' today listening to disco garsettled.
bage and Elton John product
Ah, but there was a time and I want, to run iftto a record ·
when WLS and WCFL really ; store and buy copies of "The'
mattered, in the strict musical • Kinks ' Greatest Hits " and
.sense, 'in the world of goo_d ' "Rubber Soul 1' and hand them
Rock and Roll music. I refer to : · out .free to them. I remember
the time when singles were : The Rolling Stones before
more ~portant than albums, Mick Jagger felt the need to
in the days of the Silver Dollar ; swish across the stage, rather
Survey._Those days faded out . than prowl.
in 1967 with the advent of Sgt. :
Maybe I'm just a young
Pepper by the Beatles, the ' fuddy-duddy . But there is one
banning of " A Day In The • concrete phenomenon which I
Life" and later in the year, " I : can point to at least support
Am The Walrus," and the . my position a little. There is a
ascent of Bubblegum music i_n ' ' statioli,. WFYR, which does ·
<> . •
· "\ IV i;, ·
•
·
1968 . 1967 , b Y the way, ,I~as
, nothing . but play oldies, the·
the last year the WLS record '. great majority of which are the
listings were called Silver · songs from the late fifties and
Dollar Surveys. The very first the sixties. For some reason,
one of 1968 was called, I · there seemed to be no need of
believe, the WLS Hit Parade.
this in the 1960's, with the
But who will forget those · exception of perhaps Art
days of 1964, 1965, and 1966, ; Roberts' Saturday night show,
with the Ron Riley - Clark " Hey, Baby , Thev're Playing
Weber " feuds " on WLS and Our Song."

The way It is

To hell with college b-ball

by•John Stepal
That was · an observation of
mine as I watched the
, Indiana-Purdue game last
Monday night. The reason for
this mild position was the
course of action that took
· place. The game was tense up
until the last four minutes ,
when Indiana stalled and tried
to run out the clock. Naturally,
with Purdue down at this
point, the Boilermakers were
forced to foul the. Hoosiers in
order to get the ball. Except
·. for free throws, maybe five :
' shots were taken in these last
· four minutes, and I don't recall
any by the Hoosiers.
The so-called stall, of course,
· is caused by the absence of a :
shot clock . This fact has

BARB C., Your smile has become
FOR SALE: 1970 CL 450 HONDA the ray of hope in my dismal ex10,000 miles, runs and looks good. '. isten-ce. G.K.
$700.00 no more, no less. Call Ulf
Chayer, Bio. Dept. 583-4050, ext. 713, .. POSITION AVAILABLE: Wait8 to 5 Pl'tl.
:,
ress. No experience necessary.
Weekends. Syaat Nova at 157 Ohio
STUDENTS FOR Israel is sponsoring (near the John Hancock center) Call
LOW LOW cost flights to Europe : 644-9159.
and Israel. For information call Dubi ·
Kahana, 262-2796.
Dear Patti,
How have you been it's been a
DEAR 'S':
long time since we've talked and I
I' m iust a simple man. I juSt want just wanted you to know that I think
to hold you; I don't want to hold you of you always. How about ·sending
down. I hear what you're saying and
I f d
me a c assi ie next week?
you're spinning my head around; and '
signed,
I can't make it alone. Breaking up
A secret admirer
is so hard to do. Please ·don't let me
(The Phantom)
go. I love you more than anything;!•-'l""'lrr-..,,....-.:..-="""'-=All I want is you. You're everything
a man like me could eve~ need.'
Everything. ·Baby, I want to make it
with you. Let us burn bright. You're
defnitely hurt college basket. all I need to get by. I don't want
ball. During the glory years of'
to be a memory-in your mind. I just
want
to be and
withbelieve
you. Please
tryand
to ;.,;.;..;;;;;;._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
understand
me! Love
Peace eternally be yours when you're
with me, Love 'M'
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DEAR CONCERNED VETERAN, I
seriously doubt your' siIJcerity. I personally believe, you use the guise of
a concerned veteran, to cover up being .
a racist coward. Jimmie Ross; VCIP ·
Coordinator.

#

PRINT
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the UCLA Bruins, their coach,
Johnny Wooden, managed to
use the stall well enough to be
able to win the NCAA title
eight years in a row . It :,
appears to me that the best; ·.
teams aren't the ones who :
have the best talent or those
who play well together, but '.
rather; they are the teams who ;
have perfected the ar t of :.
stalling, an aspect that was ;:
never meant to be included in '
the game of basketball .
The presence of a 24 or . 30
second clock in coll~ge basket - ·
ball would undoubtedly improve the game. Crucial ga~es

could then be decided by last
second shots rather than free
throws , The way things are
now, though, college coaches
are exploiting basketball with_
,theii
•fue "stan~ y -·u ·
think that the NCAA or NAIA.
would do something ·to correct
this. But then again, may be
they just don't give a damn.
Any feedback to this com·
mentary will be greatly ap·
predated, pro or con. Also, if
· you would or would not like to
see this column on a semi-regular basis, please let me know.
After all, . this is YOUR
newspaper.

"se o

GO B~NJ\N~~ ~T
5246 N. BROJ\DW~V
ANNOUNCING ALL NEW DISCO SOUNDS !

Unelai1t1ed
S .e holarships

NO COVER CHARGE
SUN., MON., & TUES. NITES 8-12

Over $33,500,000 unclaimed schola rshiDS, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sourcj:ls researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 197_5.

$2 cover. Drinks & bottle beer - 30¢

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS

Pf~nty·of free parking .

11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025

I

O I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handi ir; !:!,

.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST Of
. 'II UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
i
;
.I
J
:1 Name
_ _ _ _ _~ - - - - - -- - - -- 'II Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
I
·1

Ci ty•_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Sta~e~_ _ __._ip __
(California residents please add 6% sales tax .)

I.

See Bananas new disco Tuesday thru Friday :
.L -----.-------------·- -~-_,_ ____ ..J .____,_________________________
_.
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Cag'ers win pair:

· On your left you see Joe
Laflamme of The Wiz, who is a
sophomore and is originally
from Chicopee, Massachusetts
on an inbounc'l pass to one of
his teammlltes in a recent
intr~ura!_ basketball 'game.

Eye showdown
with St. Xavier

Intramural
Basketball

season as they ran the Flyers
by Al Albert
With the final week of the off the court for an easy 102-80
·
season approaching, the Chi- victory.
The Lewis game featured an .
cagoland Collegiate Basketball
Conference title is still up for excellent all-around team pergrabs. However, our Golden formance. Staniec and Toin
Eagles took a giant step Griffin led the offense with 26
toward the top as they won a and 18 points respectively.
pair of crucial road games last Defensively the UNI team was
week.
paced by Rutues, Steve Kidd,
The first victory, whic-h Sam Clark, and Andrew Love,
came · on Tuesday, February who controlled the boards,
10, was a 78-66 triumph over whiA~, ~eorge Shimko and
St. Francis College of Joliet. Bobby Beckham also proved
In this contest the Eagles had instrumental in the victory
early trouble with the Falcons with their fine passing.
who tried a stall after taking a
As it now appears, UNI will
9 to 6 lead. However, once have a playoff game vs. St.
UNI gained control o'f the lead, Xavier on Tuesday, February
they broke_the game open.
24, to determine which team
The Golden Eagles led 42 to will advance to the Districts.
27 at halftime and were never The· site of t his game has not
challenged in the second half.
been decided upon as of this
Senior Gary Staniec led UNI
writing, but it appears that
with 20 points, . while· center either IIT or Chicago Circle
Tyrone Rutues chipped in with will host the showdown. Each
15 points and 15 rebounds.
team won by three points on
On Friday, February 13, their respective home courts
UNI 'traveled to Lockport for a this year, so the game should
very important gaine against prove to be quite a battle. ·
Lewis University. The first
The last chance to see our
half saw the lead change hands championship team in acticin
many times before UNI finally · will occur . tomorrow as UNI
Spu t; t8 a 42-37 halftime hosts •George Williams. The
edge. In the second half, the game begins at 7:30, and the
Eagles turned in their best team wants to see all of you
shooting performance of the there!

On Tuesdays at 1:00, the
Muh-Fugs, Herman's Express,
Pool Room Punks, The Who,
Blood Connection and ·National Ice Cream Company play.
At 1:30 then are The 76ers,
Swishers, Aces, Scrubs, Heavy
Duty and Mod Squad. The On
this-On that, Bobcats, Ruts
Raiders, W AFC, Pole Cats,
and the Wiz play Thursdays at
1:00. At 1:30, the Punishers,
Hawks, The Band, Out-Laws,
Old Timers and the Late
Swimmers.

Gymnasts advance:
State title next?
by John Stepal
Our talented gymnasti,cs
team once again displayed
their abilities in superb fashion, as last Saturday the ·
intermediates qualified for the
state meet to be held on

February 28 at Illinois State
University.
The intermediate squad ,
composed of Sue Alderson ,
Carolyn Anderson, Myra Burgaisky, and Lynn Hitchcock,
advanced from their sectional
with a fine point total of 64. 70,
second only to Triton's accumulation of 72.30.
Not to be forgotten are two

of the beginners; Colleen
Flaherty and Gloria Lopez,
who also qualified for the state
competition in th~ floor exer..::ise event. Their big chance
comes on March 2. Congratulations and good luck to all the~e
women, and maybe, just
maybe, they'll bring home that
elusive first place trophy this
year.

At left is Gloria Lopez who is shown in action on the balance
beam and at right are her teammates from the 1975-76 Women's
Gymnastics Team and they are from left to right and in the first
row: Nella Perrine, Bessie Koukouchous. In the second row are:
.. Colleen Flaherty, Cathy Ciucci, and Maria Murphy. [Photo by
Carol Jean Zalatoris]

On the left and on the move is freshman ·Mark Moravek dribbling
with finesse down court, and looking very much in control of the
situation.
·
On the right and stressing the Wiz's -pressing defense in this
scene is junior, Harold Rayford, who also seems to be ready to
steal the ball away. [Photos by Robert Trahan]

Icemen cometh
by John Stepal
Led by Emil "Cat" Twardowski' s late goa_l and Pat
Paine 's hat trick, the Ice
Eagles salvaged a come-frombehind tie with Harper College
Friday ,night. UNI jumped to
an early 2-0 lead before Harper
came back . to take a 3-2
advantage. Milfe Setze tied the
game late in the second period,
only to see Harper pull away
again to the tune of 5-3.
However, it was at this point
that Paine and Twardowski
took command by scoring,
with the "Cat'.s" goal coming
with two minutes left in the
game.
On Sunday, UNI took on
the Huskies of Northern
Illinois; and played them on
even terms throughout the
first two periods. However, the

final stanza saw UNI score
four times and skate away
with a 7-2 victory. Tallying for
UNI were Twardowski and
Tony Lazaro.
Counting these games, the
Eagles' record. now stands at
'H0-2, a decent mark considering the caliber of the opposition that they have . played.
Tonight may prove to. be their
tough.est match of the year, as
they meet Chicago State, one
of the best teams in Illinois.
They make their final home
appearance Saturday night vs.
Ferris State, with the contest
beginning at J0:00. The game
will be held in the Niles Sports
complex located at Ballard and
Cumberland, and all students
are admitted free with an ID.
The Icemen cometh, so let's
support them.

,Next game
vs. Ferris State, 10 pm
Feb. 21 in Niles

